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Electrostatic force in prometaphase, metaphase, and anaphase-A chromosome motions
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Rutgers-the State University, Camden, New Jersey 08102
~Received 11 December 2001; published 12 July 2002!

Primitive cells had to divide using very few biological mechanisms. This work proposes physicochemical
mechanisms, based upon nanoscale electrostatics, which explain and unify the motions of chromosomes during
prometaphase, metaphase, and anaphaseA. In the cytoplasmic medium that exists in biological cells, electro-
static fields are subject to strong attenuation by ionic screening, and therefore decrease rapidly over a distance
equal to several Debye lengths. However, the presence of microtubules within cells completely changes the
situation. Microtubule dimer subunits are electric dipolar structures, and can act as intermediaries that extend
the reach of the electrostatic interaction over cellular distances. Experimental studies have shown that intrac-
ellular pH rises to a peak at mitosis, then decreases through cytokinesis. This result, in conjunction with the
electric dipole nature of microtubule subunits, is sufficient to explain the dynamics of the above mitotic
motions, including their timing and sequencing. The physicochemical mechanisms utilized by primitive eu-
karyotic cells could provide important clues regarding our understanding of cell division in modern eukaryotic
cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic interaction is primarily responsi
for the structure of matter from atoms to objects. Much
physics, all of chemistry, and most of biology are in this s
realm. Primitive eukaryotic cells had to divide prior to th
evolution of many biological mechanisms, and it is reas
able to assume that basic physics and chemistry pla
dominant roles in both mitosis~nuclear division! and cytoki-
nesis~cytoplasmic division!. It is proposed here that the ele
trostatic force, a component of the electromagnetic inter
tion, played a major role in the dynamics of chromosom
during cell division in primitive cells, and that the fundame
tal solutions to the problem of cell division that were fou
by primitive cells may persist in modern eukaryotic cells.

The mitotic spindle is responsible for the segregation
sister chromatids during cell division. Chromosomes are
tached to the spindle with their kinetochores@1# attached to
the ‘‘plus’’ ends of polar microtubules@2,3#. Chromosome
movement is dependent on kinetochore-microtubule dyn
ics: a chromosome can move towards a pole only when
kinetochore is connected to microtubules emanating fr
that pole@4#. Several methodological approaches have b
undertaken to obtain information regarding microtubule d
namics, force production, and kinetochore function in mito
cells. These experiments have revealed that the spindle
produce more force than is actually required to move a ch
mosome at the observed speeds during anaphase, and th
force for the poleward motion of chromosomes duri
anaphaseA is primarily localized at or near the kinetocho
@5–11#. Quite some time ago, Cooper addressed a poss
link between endogenous electrostatic fields and the euk
otic cell cycle@12#. An early review by Jaffe and Nuccitell
@13# focused on the possible influence of relatively stea
electric fields on the control of growth and development
cells and tissues.

In the cytoplasmic medium that exists in biological cel
electrostatic fields are subject to strong attenuation
1063-651X/2002/66~1!/011901~8!/$20.00 66 0119
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screening with oppositely charged ions, and decrease rap
over a distance of several Debye lengths. In most cells
Debye length is typically 1 nm@14#, and since cells of inter-
est in the present work~i.e., eukaryotic! can be taken to have
dimensions between 10–30m m, one would be tempted to
conclude that electrostatic force could not be a major fac
in providing the cause for motion within cells. However, th
presence of microtubules within cells changes the pict
completely. It is proposed here that microtubules can
thought of as intermediaries that extend the reach of the e
trostatic interaction over cellular distances, making this p
tent force available to cells in spite of their ionic nature.

A number of investigations have been related to the e
trostatic properties of microtubule dimer subunits@15–18#.
The latest studies@19,20# have shown that the net charg
depends strongly on pH, with a value of16 at pH 4.5, vary-
ing quite linearly from –12 to –28 between pH 5.5 and 8
The dipole moment has just recently been calculated to
between 1200 and 1800 debye@19#.

The aster’s pincushionlike appearance is consistent w
electrostatics, since electric dipolar subunits will align ra
ally outward about a central charge, with the geometry of
resulting configuration resembling the electric field of a po
charge. From this it seems quite probable that the perice
olar material-centriole complex, the centrosome about wh
the microtubule dimer dipolar subunits assemble to form
aster, carries a net charge. This is consistent with ultrami
scopic observations that the microtubules appear to sta
the pericentriolar material region@21#, aligning radially out-
ward, with no continuity or connection to the centrioles
anything else.

Since there is no experimental information regarding
sign of this charge, it will be assumed negative. This assu
tion is made because the free outer ends of the aster’s m
tubules ~the pinheads in the pincushion analogy! must be
negatively charged since they are not attracted to the n
tively charged outer surface of the nuclear envelope. If t
were not the case, the asters would be unable to move fr
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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along the periphery of the nuclear envelope in their mig
tion to the poles of the cell. A manifestation of negati
charge on centrosomes, due to the higher pHi that exists dur-
ing prophase@22#, could potentiate the nucleation of micro
tubules at centrosomes to form the asters during this phas
mitosis, in agreement with observation. Experiments@23#
have shown that mitotic spindles can assemble around D
coated beads incubated in Xenopus egg extracts. The p
phate groups of the DNA will manifest a net negative cha
at the pH of this experimental system.

Studies@24# have shown thatin vivo microtubule assem
bly ~polymerization! is favored by higher pHi values. It
should be noted thatin vitro studies of the role of pH in
regulating microtubule assembly indicate a pH optimum
microtubule assembly in the range of 6.3-6.4. The disag
ment betweenin vitro and in vivo studies regarding microtu
bule polymerization has been analyzed in relation to
nucleation potential of microtubule organizing cente
~MTOCs! @24#, and it has been suggested that pHi regulates
the nucleation potential of MTOCs@25–27#. This favors the
more complex physiology characteristic ofin vivo studies to
resolve this question. It will therefore be assumed in t
paper thatin vivo experimental design is more appropria
for experiments relating to conditions affecting microtubu
assembly. As mentioned above, within the context of
present model, increased nucleation follows from the ma
festation of negative charge on MTOCs in a higher pHi.

It is reasonable to conclude that the electric dipole nat
of dimer subunits greatly assists in their self-assembly i
microtubules. In particular, their electric dipolar natu
would allow them~over the short distances consistent w
Debye shielding! to be attracted to, and align around, any n
charge distribution within cells. This may account for t
self-assembly of the asters@28# during prophase, when mi
crotubule polymerization and MTOC nucleation is favor
because of the higher intracellular pH at this time.

Microtubules continually assemble and disassemble,
the turnover of tubulin is ongoing. The characteristics of m
crotubule lengthening~polymerization! and shortening~de-
polymerization! follow a pattern known as ‘‘dynamic insta
bility;’’ that is, at any given instant some of the microtubul
are growing, while others are undergoing breakdown. In g
eral, the rate at which microtubules undergo net assembl
disassembly, varies with mitotic stage; for example, dur
prophase the rates of microtubule polymerization and de
lymerization change quite dramatically@29#.

Thus, we may envision that electrostatic fields organ
and align the electric dipole dimer subunits, thereby facilit
ing their assembly into the microtubules that form the as
The attraction between oppositely charged ends of the d
lar subunits takes place over the short distances allowed
Debye shielding. An electrostatic component to the bioche
istry of the microtubules in the assembling asters is con
tent with experimental observations of pH effects on mic
tubule assembly, as well as the sensitivity of microtub
stability to calcium ion concentrations@30,31#. In addition,
the mutual electrostatic repulsion of the negatively char
free ends of microtubules in the assembling asters could
vide the driving force for their poleward migration@28#. Ac-
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cording to existing convention, these negatively charged
crotubule ends are designated ‘‘plus’’ ends because of t
more rapid growth, there being no reference to charge in
use of this nomenclature.

II. ANAPHASE- A CHROMOSOME MOTION

Chromosome motion during anaphase has two com
nents, designated anaphaseA and anaphaseB. AnaphaseA is
concerned with the poleward motion of chromosomes,
companied by the shortening of the microtubules attache
the kinetochores. The second component, referred to
anaphaseB, involves the separation of the poles. Both co
ponents contribute to the increased separation of the chro
somes during mitosis. An electrostatic force mechanism
anaphase-B motion in primitive eukaryotic cells within the
context of the present work is given elsewhere@28#.

Experiments have shown that the intracellular pH of ma
cells rises to a maximum at the onset of mitosis, sub
quently falling during the later stages of cell division@22,32#.
Although it is experimentally difficult to resolve the exa
starting time for the beginning of the decrease in pHi during
the cell cycle, it appears to decrease 0.3 to 0.5 pH units fr
the typical peak values of 7.3 to 7.5 measured earlier du
mitosis @22#. With a decrease in pHi through metaphase, th
resulting manifestation of positive charge on kinetochor
coupled with their very close proximity and the inver
square nature of the Coulomb electrostatic interaction, co
supply sufficient force to effect their initial separation. As
this writing, there is no consensus on a model explaining
initial separation of chromosomes. Thus, both the mec
nism and the timing of this separation would appear to b
natural deduction within the framework of the model pr
sented here. This separation heralds the beginning
anaphaseA.

As mentioned above, intracellular pH (pHi) is further de-
creasing at this point in the cell cycle. Another aspect of t
reduced pH is seen in the effect that it has on the stability
the microtubules comprising the spindle fibers. Previou
we noted thatin vivo experiments have shown that microt
bule polymerization is related to pHi, with a more basic pH
favoring a net assembly~lengthening! of microtubules. The
rate at which spindle microtubules assemble and disasse
varies with mitotic phase. A lower pHi during anaphaseA is
consistent with microtubules both assembling and disass
bling ~shortening!, with net disassembly favored.

Experimental studies have revealed that the anaphasA
poleward motion of kinetochores, with their attached ch
mosomes, proceeds by kinetochore microtubule disassem
primarily in the vicinity of kinetochores@5,7#, and that ap-
proximately 20% of the total disassembly is observed to t
place at poles@33#. Disassembly at the poles has also be
observed in metaphase cells@33#. Based on experiments cen
tering on observations near kinetochores, it has been
posed that the force to move chromosomes is generate
kinetochores@34#.

These observations, including the force at the poles
well as the force at kinetochores, are explained in the con
of the present model as follows. Microtubules invariably a
1-2
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semble or disassemble at their ends; that is, at some dis
tinuity in their structure. Furthermore, they are known to
in a constant condition of dynamic instability at the balanc
state @35#. According to the aster self-assembly model d
scribed above, the charge on the ends of the microtubule
a centrosome is positive. Once disassembly commences
resulting exposed ends of the microtubule stubs that rem
attached to the kinetochores will be positively charged, w
their negative ends still attached at the kinetochores.

As indicated earlier, experimental studies have shown
disassembly of microtubules at kinetochores accompa
chromosome poleward movement. The motive force for t
poleward anaphase-A motion can be attributed to an electr
static attraction between the positive ends of microtub
stubs and negative ends of the remaining intact kinetoch
microtubules. Since a dimer dipolar subunit that has j
been lost between these charges is 8 nm in length, the in
electrostatic attraction between these charges will occur o
a distance of 8 nm, with the attraction between the two ne
est neighbor dimers~one protofilament removed on eac
side! and the dimer in question in the middle protofilame
taking place at distances of 4 and 5.5 nm.

Given that the mitotic spindle consists of a bundle of m
crotubules, as the microtubules disassemble, a continuo
acting force will be provided. The electrostatic disassem
force at a kinetochore is depicted schematically~Fig. 1!. The
smaller rate of net microtubule disassembly at the po
would also result in force generation by an essentially id
tical process. Since the process at the poles is fundamen
the same, we will focus on the details of the force produc
mechanism at kinetochores.

We now calculate the magnitude of the maximum for
produced in this manner by a single microtubule. From
well-known Debye-Hu¨ckel result@36# for a spherical charge

FIG. 1. A small section of a kinetochore during anaphaseA. The
electrostatic force geometry is depicted for two kinetochore mic
tubules.
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distribution of radiusa, we have for the electrostatic poten
tial f(r ),

f~r !5
qe2(r 2a)/D

4p«r ~11a/D !
, ~1!

where q is the charge magnitude,a is its radius,D is the
Debye length, andr is the magnitude of the position vectorr .
To a good approximation, the charged hemispherical cap
the ends of the dimers can be considered spherical, s
convex, essentially hemispherical charge distributions
facing each other for the interacting dimers. In addition, D
bye shielding increasingly attenuates interactions betw
virtually all but ‘‘nearest neighbor’’ charge distributions a
the dimer ends. For a value of 71 for the cytoplasmic diel
tric constant, its permittivity« will be taken to be 71«0,
where«0 is the permittivity of free space. The room temper
ture permittivity value for water is 80«0; the value of 71«0
incorporates corrections for the temperature and ionic
pression of the dielectric constant@37# appropriate to the
cytoplasm of mammalian cells.

As indicated earlier, based on the latest calculations,
bulin has a dipole moment between 1200 and 1800 deby
calculation of the force per microtubule can be carried
based on a charge magnitudeq of six electron charges, con
sistent with the midrange value of the dipole moment. T
computer simulation discussed below reveals that anaph
A motion is maintained at the experimentally observed
locity over a wide range of values for the chargeq, including
values smaller than that used in this calculation.

The electric fieldE(r ) obtained from ther component of
the negative gradient of the electrostatic potential, multipl
by the magnitude of the chargeq on the end of a dipolar
subunit attached to the kinetochore, will give the magnitu
of the attractive forceF(r ) between the charges of the dipo
subunits on the kinetochore and microtubule, respectiv
Multiplying the negative gradient off(r ) by the chargeq,
we have

F~r !5
q2e2(r 2a)/D

4p« F 1

r 2 1
1

rD G . ~2!

For a Debye length of 1 nm, nearest neighbor distancesr of
4 and 5.5 nm, anda52 nm, we find that the electrostati
disassembly force between the two pairs of tubulin dim
subunits at the nearest neighbor distances in three adja
protofilaments sums to 5.9 pN. Since there are 13 proto
ments arranged circularly in a microtubule cross section,
computed magnitude of the maximum force per microtub
is approximately 24 pN. This value compares quite favora
to the experimentally measured maximum force per mic
tubule range of~1–74! pN @10#, and represents the only suc
cessfulab initio theoretical derivation of the magnitude o
the force; however, this model calculation is primarily i
tended to demonstrate that electrostatic interactions are
to produce a force per microtubule within the experimen
range. There will be a low probability for microtubule rea
sembly since the kinetochore and attached microtubule

-
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L. JOHN GAGLIARDI PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 011901 ~2002!
will be moving into the region previously occupied by~now
disassembled! dimer subunits, preventing any possible su
sequent reassembly.

A computer simulation for anaphase-A motion incorporat-
ing more completely the geometry of microtubules, vario
models of microtubule disassembly, and the numerical in
gration of Newton’s second law using the above force fu
tion along with typical values of chromosome mass@38# and
cytosol viscosity@10#, shows that electrostatic force is robu
enough to sustain chromosome motion under a variety
simulated conditions. In particular, the simulation shows t
the experimentally observed anaphase-A chromosome speed
of a few micrometers per minute are determined almost
clusively by the disassembly rate of microtubules ove
wide range of disassembly modes and charge values.
software may be downloaded from http://anaphas
tripod.com

As the distances between the dimers on the interac
microtubules decreases to around 2 nm~see discussion on
entropic assembly forces below!, short range entropic disas
sembly force could provide an important contribution to t
poleward directed force; however, the geometry preclude
calculation of the magnitude of this contribution, and
would be difficult to experimentally distinguish the entrop
disassembly force from electrostatic force. Experimental
sults for forces associated with growing microtubules are
cussed briefly in the section on prometaphase and metap
chromosome motions.

As discussed above, the lower pHi at this point in the cell
cycle is consistent with net microtubule disassembly. In
dition, the intracellular pH in the vicinity of the expose
negatively charged microtubule free ends in the kinetoch
region will be even lower than the overall pHi, because of the
effect of the negative charge at the ends of the microtubu
This lowering of pH in the vicinity of negative charge distr
butions is a general result. Intracellular pH in such limit
volumes is often referred to aslocal pH. As one might expec
from classical Boltzmann statistical mechanics, the hydro
ion concentration at a negatively charged surface can
shown to be the product of the bulk phase concentration
the factore2ez/kT, wheree is the electronic charge,z is the
~negative! potential at the surface, andk is Boltzmann’s con-
stant @39#. For example, for typical mammalian cell mem
brane negative charge densities, and therefore typical n
tive cell membrane potentials, the local pH can be redu
0.5 to 1.0 pH unit. Therefore, because of the negative cha
at the ends of the microtubule dimer subunits in the kine
chore region, a further reduction of pHi would be expected in
the immediate vicinity of these free ends. This additional
reduction would further increase the tendency for net mic
tubule disassembly.

In contrast, the positively charged free ends of micro
bules in the polar region will have a decreased net disass
bly rate~as compared to those near kinetochores! because of
the increase in local pH over pHi at these ends. This is con
sistent with the experimental result mentioned earlier t
only 20% of the microtubule disassembly during anaphasA
takes place at poles. Thus, the observed difference in
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disassembly rates between microtubule ends at kinetoch
and those at poles follows quite naturally within the pres
model.

As a result of the decreased intracellular pH duri
anaphase, the increased positive charge on kinetoch
would cause them to be attracted to the negatively char
free ends of microtubules, contributing to the polewa
anaphase-A force. However, it is not possible to quantify th
force since the magnitude of the proposed kinetoch
charge is not known.

According to leading molecular motor models
anaphase-A motion, the experimentally observed shorteni
of spindle fibers at a kinetochore is believed to be accom
nied by molecular motors that are associated with the ki
tochore, and are thought to provide the motive force to mo
the kinetochore-chromosome assembly. However, there i
yet no consensus on a model that can describe how a
lecular motor associated with a kinetochore can be opera
while microtubules are disassembling at that kinetochore

Thus, it is not clear within the context of a molecul
motor model why the velocity of the poleward motion durin
anaphaseA should be governed by the relatively slow~com-
pared to known molecular motor behavior@40#! shortening
rate of microtubules. As indicated above, proponents of th
models assume that microtubule disassembly is the rate
termining step for the motion, necessitating additional
sumptions and models within the framework of the molec
lar motor models to account for the well-document
chromosome velocities during anaphaseA and most of
prometaphase. No such additional assumptions are need
the model proposed here.

Anaphase-B cell elongation also proceeds at speeds co
patible with microtubule disassembly/assembly, necessita
additional assumptions in the leading molecular motor m
els for anaphaseB. Anaphase-B elongation chromosome
speeds follow directly from electrostatic interactions cons
tent with the model presented in this paper@28#. The various
molecular motor models are advanced to explain only o
type of mitotic motion~e.g., anaphase-A motion!, and do not
attempt to relate to the other mitotic motions. In additio
there is no attempt to address the timing of anaphaseA in
any of the current models.

It is significant that anaphaseA has been observed to pro
ceed in isolated spindles in the absence of ATP if conditio
in the experimental system are set up to promote microtub
disassembly@41#. These results are difficult to explain withi
a molecular motor model, but are completely consistent w
the present model. In a key experimental study with gra
hopper spermatocytes@42#, it was found that both anaphas
A and anaphaseB, as well as cytokinesis, proceeded ind
pendently of chromosomes. The authors of this study c
cluded that chromosomes, when present, might migrate
the poles by having their kinetochores latch onto the end
shortening microtubules, a scenario that is completely in
cord with the present work. There does not appear to
much discussion in the literature or any consensus on a
lecular motor model for the generation of force at the c
poles. Experimental observations regarding the microtub
disassembly force at poles, including the 20% contribution
1-4
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ELECTROSTATIC FORCE IN PROMETAPHASE, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 011901 ~2002!
microtubule disassembly, are explained consistently wit
the model presented in this paper by the same electros
force mechanism as that operating at kinetochores.

III. PROMETAPHASE AND METAPHASE MOTIONS

In present terminologymetaphaseusually denotes the
relatively brief period during which chromosomes are lin
up at the center of the cell and are fully attached to b
poles by the microtubules of the spindle. The te
prometaphaseis used to encompass a much wider time p
riod during which most of the complex motions in this sta
of mitosis occur.

Two events that are of major significance duri
prometaphase are~1! thecaptureandattachmentof chroma-
tid pairs by microtubules, and~2! chromosome movement to
and alignment at, the cell equator. The latter is comprised
several distinguishable motions. Regarding the first ev
experiments@43# have shown that each pair of sister chr
matids attaches by a kinetochore to the outside walls o
single microtubule, resulting in a rapid microtubule sidew
sliding movement toward a pole. This motion is postulated
be driven by dynein-based molecular motors, since dyn
has been found at kinetochores. A molecular motor powe
sliding model for this prometaphase movement would app
to be most widely accepted for this motion. In particular, t
speed (20-50mm min) @44# of the kinetochores along th
microtubule is consistent with known molecular motor b
havior. Consequently, I agree that a molecular motor mo
for the microtubule sidewall capture motion is supported
the experimental observations. However, I propose that a
the subsequent prometaphase and metaphase motion
based on nanoscale electrostatic force mechanisms.

As indicated earlier, the material of kinetochores is p
teinaceous, and could manifest a net positive charge at
lower pHi levels during prometaphase. As a result of t
sliding capture motion described above, the approach to
poles will result in the movement of a kinetochore to with
several Debye lengths of the ends of other microtubules e
nating from the closer pole. The resulting proximity, in co
junction with an electrostatic attraction between positiv
charged kinetochores and the negatively charged end
these microtubules, coupled with an electrostatic repuls
between negatively charged chromosomes in the chrom
pair and other microtubule ends, could be a critical step
the orientation and attachment of kinetochores to the
ends of microtubules.

Following thismonovalentattachment to one pole, chro
mosomes are observed to move at considerably slo
speeds, a few micrometers per minute, in subsequent
tions throughout prometaphase@44#. In particular, a period of
slow motions toward and away from a pole will ensue, un
close proximity of the negatively charged end of a micro
bule from the opposite pole with the other kinetochore in
chromatid pair results in an attachment to both poles~a biva-
lent attachment!. Attachments of additional microtubule
from both poles will follow.~There may have been addition
attachments to the first pole before any attachment to
second.! After the sister kinetochore becomes attached to
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crotubules from the opposite pole, the chromosomes perf
a slow~approximately 2 mm per minute! but sustainedcon-
gressionalmotion to the spindle equator, resulting in th
well-known metaphase alignment of chromatid pairs. In a
dition to the mechanism facilitating attachment just d
cussed, all of the above mentioned experimentally obser
postattachment prometaphase motions, as well as the o
latory metaphase motion, can be understood in terms of e
trostatic interactions within the model as follows.

Since chromosomes are negatively charged, following
tachment they will be repelled from the negatively charg
free ends of the shorterastral microtubules in the polar re
gion ~Fig. 2!. As discussed above, this force will be effectiv
for the short distances allowed by Debye screening. As ch
mosomes move farther from the poles, there will be
filling-in of dipolar subunits as the microtubules assemb
Polymerization will take place in the gaps as chromosom
drift farther from the poles, and chromosomes will be co
tinuously repelled from the poles. This mechanism may
count for the ‘‘astral exclusion force,’’ or ‘‘polar wind,’’ the
nature of which has remained unknown since it was fi
observed@45#.

Very short range entropic forces associated with grow
microtubules@46# will complement the electrostatic repu
sive interaction at small microtubule-chromosome sepa
tions, adding to the total astral exclusion force. Although
complex geometry precludes a theoretical calculation of
magnitude of these forces, a model calculation of the rep
sive force between two like charged parallel surfaces with
electrolyte in between shows that entropic forces must
included for separations of less than 2 nm; at greater sep
tions electrostatic theory fits the data well@47,48#.

The possibility that microtubule polymerization or dep
lymerization can occur, in combination with this repulsiv
electrostatic astral exclusion force and the attractive elec
static poleward directed forces acting at kinetochores~de-
scribed above in conjunction with anaphase-A motion! is
sufficient to explain the observed motion of monovalen

FIG. 2. Electrostatic interactions between microtubules an
chromatid pair during prometaphase.
1-5
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attached chromosomes toward and away from poles. Du
statistical fluctuations in both the number of microtubu
interacting with kinetochores and in the number of asse
bling microtubules responsible for the polar wind, the int
action of these opposing forces could result in a ‘‘tug
war,’’ consistent with the experimentally observed series
movements toward and away from a pole for a monovale
attached chromatid pair.

As the chromatid pair moves farther from a pole, the el
trostatic repulsive force between the negatively charged
ends of astral microtubules and chromosomes will decre
as the microtubules fan radially outward~Fig. 3!. The charge
density at a surface defined by the microtubule ends,
therefore the force, will decrease according to an ‘‘inve
square’’ law as we can see from the following. Given that
repulsive force on a chromosome depends on the total n
ber N of negatively charged microtubule ends from which
is repelled, we haveF;Nq, whereq is the charge at the en
of a microtubule. ForN microtubules fanning radially out
ward from a pole, the total chargeNq is distributed over an
area that increases asr 2, ands, the effective charge per un
area at a surface defined by the microtubule ends, decre
as r 22, resulting in an electrostatic repulsive inverse squ
law for the astral exclusion force.

After a bivalent attachment has been established, the
tractive force to the far pole will be in opposition to th
attractive force to the near pole. The inverse square natur
the repulsive astral exclusion force, along with the relativ
few initial attachments of kinetochore microtubules to t
near pole and at least one attachment to the far pole, w
result in a slow but sustained~congressional! motion away
from the near pole, as observed. As a chromatid pair mo
farther from the nearer pole, there will be a growing numb
of attachments to both poles. Following additional atta
ments to both poles, and comparable distances of the c

FIG. 3. Two chromatid pairs at differing polar distances dep
ing the inverse square dependence of the astral exclusion forc
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matid pairs from the two poles, the forces exerted by b
sets of polar attractive and repulsive forces will tend
equalize. Thus, as a chromatid pair congresses to the mid
region, the number of attachments to both poles will tend
be the same, and equilibrium of poleward directed forces
astral exclusion forces will be approached. Without spec
ing their nature, such balanced pairs of attractive and re
sive forces have previously been postulated for
metaphase alignment of chromatid pairs@49#.

An explanation of the experimentally observed metaph
oscillations about the cell equator just prior to anaphasA
provides an additional example of the predictability a
minimal assumptions nature of the present model. In ag
ment with experiment@50#, the model predicts that the pole
ward force at a kinetochore depends on the total numbe
microtubules interacting with kinetochores. At the metaph
‘‘plate,’’ the bivalent attachment of chromatid pairs ensur
that the poleward directed electrostatic disassembly forc
one kinetochore at a given moment could be greater than
at the sister chromatid’s kinetochore~attached to the opposit
pole!. An imbalance of these forces would result from stat
tical fluctuations in the number of interacting microtubules
sister kinetochores and at poles. This situation, coupled w
similar fluctuations in the number of microtubules respo
sible for the astral exclusion force, can result in a moment
motion toward a pole in the direction of the instantaneous
electrostatic force. However, because of the inverse sq
dependence of astral exclusion forces, electrostatic repul
from the slightly nearer pole will halt further excursion to
ward this pole, resulting in stable equilibrium midce
metaphase oscillations, as observed experimentally.

In agreement with experiment@51#, the model presented
in this paper satisfies the requirement that the maxim
force per microtubule be the same for all postattachm
prometaphase, metaphase, and anaphase-A kinetochore-
microtubule interactions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The nanoscale electrostatic force model presented in
paper encompasses the dynamics, timing, and sequencin
prometaphase, metaphase, and anaphase-A chromosome mo-
tions. Electrostatic force could also be integral in the asse
bly of the aster, the dynamics of prometaphase~kinetochore-
microtubule end-on! attachment, and the initial anaphaseA
separation of sister chromatids.

Entropic forces complement the electrostatic interactio
by providing an additional attractive force for disassembli
microtubules, as well as an additional repulsive force
assembling microtubules. Experimental and theoretical c
siderations for entropic assembly forces indicate that elec
static force dominates at separations greater than 2 nm. T
mal fluctuation force would also add to the total forc
however, the magnitude of this contribution is not expec
to exceed 2% of the median measured force per microtub

This model also addresses the origin of the force on ki
tochore microtubules exerted at poles, as well as the dif
ence in microtubule disassembly rates at poles and kin
chores. The force exerted on microtubules at poles eme

-

1-6
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as the same nanoscale electrostatic microtubule disasse
force as that which acts at kinetochores in anaphase
prometaphase, and metaphase chromosome motions.

I agree that molecular motors are probably involved in
sliding microtubule side-wall capture motion of chroma
pairs, and submit that kinetochore dynein may be presen
this purpose, but not for the other motions of prometapha
metaphase, and anaphaseA.

The prometaphase astral exclusion force and the dyn
ics of monovalently and bivalently attached chromoso
prometaphase motions are consistently addressed withou
troducing any additional assumptions or mechanisms.

All experimentally observed postattachment chromoso
velocities proceed at the relatively slow rate of a few m
crometers per minute, the speed at which microtubules w
attached chromosomes lengthen or shorten. These speed
a direct consequence of the model. By contrast, in molec
motor models for these motions, the speeds would be on
two orders of magnitude greater. Molecular motor mod
must necessarily invoke microtubule disassembly~or assem-
bly, for some anaphase-B models! to explain the chromo-
some velocities, but there is as yet no clear mechanism
which a molecular motor associated with kinetochores co
be operating at the same time that microtubules are di
io

c-
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sembling at that kinetochore. Molecular motor models the
fore require additional assumptions and embedded mode
account for postattachment chromosome velocities.

The calculated force per microtubule falls within the e
perimentally measured range, and represents the only
cessful derivation of the magnitude of this force. As pr
dicted by the model, experimental studies have revealed
this value falls within the range measured for all of the po
attachment chromosome movements of mitosis investiga
thus far.

Stable equilibrium metaphase oscillations of chroma
pairs at the metaphase plate just prior to anaphaseA are
shown to be a logical consequence of the proposed nanos
electrostatic force mechanisms.

Finally, based on current separate molecular motor m
els for prometaphase, metaphase and anaphaseA, there does
not seem to be any possibility to relate their timing and
quencing, a situation that has been remedied by the com
hensive model proposed in this paper.
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